2018-11-12 Infra-WG Meeting

Date
12 Nov 2018

Agenda:
Note: As the Plugtest planning meeting is happening at the same time today, notes will be done in #opnfv-infra on IRC.

- Meeting Time (1500 UTC, DST) Trevor Bramwell
  - https://doodle.com/poll/m4mp9z39gibziweb
- Service Maintenance Today: http://status.opnfv.org/incidents/vhh4jlx09h1m
  - Trevor Bramwell Aric Gardner
- LF Build Server Updates Trevor Bramwell
- Infra Evolution Discussion Trevor Bramwell
  - https://etherpad.opnfv.org/p/infraevolution
- LaaS status update Parker Berberian Sawyer Bergeron